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Introduction  

Quantum computing is the use of quantum-mechanical phenomena to perform computation.            

The technology has made significant strides since its introduction in the early 1980s, culminating              

most recently in the development of incipient quantum computers. With the potential to             

revolutionize the way we process information, quantum computing is expected to have far             

reaching impacts in the technology industry in the next couple of decades. The following report               

discusses the impact of quantum computing in the three areas of technology our team believes               

will be most heavily affected: artificial intelligence, cryptography, and modeling. 

  

Overview of Computing 

Classical Computers  

Classical computers store and read machine language, a collection of bits that individually              

take the value of either 0 (which represents off) or 1 (which represents on). To encode                

information, every number, character, photograph, etc. must first be converted to a unique             

combination of ones and zeros. Although this process works for most tasks, it still restricts the                

computer’s ability as it’s forced to operate linearly and process one task after another. For               

example, if you task a classical computer with finding its way out of a maze, it will try every                   

solution in order and rule out each one individually. Another limitation of classical computers is               

that Moore’s Law is becoming increasingly invalid, as shown in Figure 1.1. Moore’s Law states               

that the number of transistors on a microchip        

doubles every eighteen months, which translates to       

computers' processing power doubling every     

eighteen months. As a result, computers are       

becoming faster, smaller, and cheaper with time.       

However, it’s predicted that Moore’s Law will       

come to an end sometime during the 2020s because         

eventually, circuits can’t be miniaturized anymore      

due to the increasingly high amounts of energy that         

are required to cool down the heated transistors.  
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As the growth of computing power approaches an end, experts look to quantum computing to               

improve the speed and efficiency of computers.  

 

Quantum Computers  

The two primary properties of quantum computers, superposition and entanglement, circumvent           

these limitations, creating ground for breakthroughs in the technology industry.  

 

Superposition  

The first property is superposition, which allows for something to be in multiple states              

simultaneously. As opposed to normal bits, quantum       

computers use quantum bits (qubits), which are bits that         

can exist in multiple states at the same time. For example,           

as shown in Figure 1.2.1, instead of either being 1 or 0,            

qubits can be 1 and 0 at the same time or even somewhere             

on a spectrum between the two. For a more concrete          

image, this can be better described with a penny. Imagine heads           

to represent a 1 and tails to represent a 0. If a penny were to be flipped, it could only land on                      

either heads or tails, or it could only be either a 1 or 0, like a classical bit. However, if a penny                      

were to be spun, it’s in a state where it constantly represents both heads and tails, or 1 and 0, like                     

a quantum bit. The ability to possess multiple values at the same time allows quantum computers                

to exponentially speed up processes related to artificial intelligence, medicine, etc. In reference             

to the maze example, a classical computer is forced to          

check each maze solution one by one, while the quantum          

computer can process all the paths at the same time          

through superposition.  

 

Entanglement  

The second property is entanglement - as shown in         

Figure 1.2.2, this allows two or more objects to be          
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described in reference to each other, even though the individual objects are spatially separated.              

When flipping two pennies, the result of one coin toss is independent of the other coin toss.                 

However, under entanglement, the two pennies are linked, so if one ends up as tails, the other                 

will too. The two objects are now permanently correlated and treated as one system, which               

allows for more powerful and efficient computing. Overall, these main features and many more              

not only accelerate processes, but also allow for scientists and businesses to break into new               

industries, solve unsolvable problems, and complete tasks that no supercomputer has done            

before.  

 

Key Players in the Industry  
Several companies, from startups to multinational corporations, are dedicating time and            

money to developing the latest quantum computing technology. Although there are many            

exploratory firms, including D-Wave Solutions and Toshiba, the three primary players are            

Google, Microsoft, and IBM. Each main player is racing to be the first to achieve quantum                

supremacy, a concept that refers to quantum computers being able to perform calculations faster              

than classical computers could.  

 

Google 

In late 2019, Google claimed that they had achieved          

quantum supremacy through their quantum computer,      

Sycamore, shown in Figure 2.1. They claimed their        

54-qubit Sycamore processor was capable of performing       

a calculation in 200 seconds that would’ve taken the most          

powerful supercomputer 10,000 years to complete.      

However, competitors, namely IBM, are invalidating this       

accomplishment by saying that the “incumbent”      

supercomputer could perform the calculation in merely 2.5 days, not 10,000 years. Despite             

disputing claims, Google’s findings shows that there is a possible quantum computing future.  
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IBM  

IBM Quantum is exploring this field as well with its quantum computer, Raleigh. IBM               

additionally offers IBM Quantum Consulting, which helps client businesses understand how they            

can adopt quantum computing to maximize their potential, and the IBM Q Network, which              

allows partner companies access to IBM quantum technology and knowledge.  

 

Microsoft 

Microsoft has developed a Quantum Development Kit (QDK), which has the required             

libraries and tools for coding in Q#, their quantum programming          

language. They have also introduced Azure Quantum, an open         

cloud ecosystem that allows people and businesses to learn about          

quantum computing, use Q# and the QDK to write programs, and           

work on challenging problems. 

 

Industry Impact in Artificial Intelligence 
Current Applications of Artificial Intelligence  

Since its beginnings in the mid 1900s, artificial intelligence          

(AI) has been applied in numerous areas of technology. The most           

popular of these include robotics, autonomous driving, voice        

assistance, consumer electronics, and information science.      

Applications of AI are expected to expand into machine learning,          

natural language generation, biometrics, and marketing      

automation, among other areas. 

Many businesses have adopted the use of AI within their           

business processes. Vertitone, a leading provider of AI        

technology and solutions, published Figure 3.1. It shows that a          

majority of business executives see value in AI and that a           

majority of executives who’ve implemented AI solutions have        

seen productivity increases as a result. Figure 3.1 also highlights          
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that we can expect increased AI usage in the future, as well as massive expenditure on the                 

technology globally. The research makes it clear that not only is AI becoming more prevalent, it                

also offers value that will likely make it a staple of business moving forward. The impact of                 

quantum computing on AI, then, will have both far-reaching and lasting implications in business              

and beyond. 

 

SWOT Analysis of Quantum Computing in Artificial Intelligence 

Strengths 

Quantum computing brings new    

efficiencies into the field of AI. Many problems        

that AI addresses have a probabilistic nature, or        

require the consideration of numerous factors at       

once. Due to quantum computing’s     

superposition and entanglement properties, it     

can solve these types of problems more easily        

than classical computers can. This lends to       

quicker R&D and lower costs in the       

development of artificial intelligence solutions. 

 

Weaknesses 

While quantum computing shows potential for solving traditional AI problems more           

efficiently, it will be quite some time before it takes effect. Quantum computing is a relatively                

new concept and is still currently being developed. This means that we can expect to wait ten or                  

even twenty years before we’ll have access to reliable, large-scale, and error-tolerant quantum             

computers. Furthermore, once quantum computing has been sufficiently developed to          

incorporate into AI, businesses will still need to find a way to translate real world problems into                 

quantum language. This will also take considerable time and resources. 
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Opportunities 

Quantum computing may help AI’s impact on the environment. One critique of AI is that               

it has a large carbon footprint.      

Researchers at the University of     

Massachusetts, Amherst found that    

training a single AI model can emit       

as much carbon as five times the       

lifetime emissions of the average     

American car, including the car’s     

manufacture. Figure 3.2.3.1   

provides a visual representation. This     

makes the continued training of AI models using current protocols unsustainable. Quantum            

computing may be able to offer a solution to this problem since it would allow for AI models to                   

be trained more efficiently.  

Another benefit of quantum computing is the savings it could create. Currently, training             

an AI model is extremely expensive, ranging from a few hundred dollars to hundreds of               

thousands of dollars for a     

single model, depending on its     

size and type. Figure 3.2.3.2     

depicts the costs of training six      

different AI models that have     

been responsible for the    

greatest leaps in performance.    

By making the training process     

more efficient, quantum computing may be able to cut some of these costs. 

Finally, quantum computing may allow for more players to participate in AI            

development. Due to cost limitations, researchers working in academia are currently unable to             

contribute to AI research as much as their counterparts in industry. Quantum computing may be               

able to improve accessibility to AI research, allowing it to develop more rapidly. 
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Threats 

With quantum computing being such a new and revolutionary technology, there are currently no              

conceivable threats, especially within the field of artificial intelligence. Quantum computing will            

allow AI problems to be solved in unprecedented ways, making it difficult to threaten. 

 

Artificial Intelligence After Quantum Computing 

Quantum computing has the ability to impact the AI industry in numerous ways. Among the                

greatest impacts will be the development of more complex and potent AI algorithms. As              

quantum computing accelerates AI research and development, AI will see more rapid growth             

than it has in the past. One major effect of this growth includes the development of better                 

prediction algorithms, which have especially significant implications in the financial industry.           

Furthermore, because quantum computing allows for the representation of several states           

simultaneously, it could drastically improve AI’s capabilities in design and logistics. This could             

allow for improvements in medicine, business operations, and consumer products, among other            

areas. 

AI’s data processing capabilities are also expected to improve with quantum computing.             

Quantum computers will be able to handle exponentially more data than classical computers,             

especially as programmers hone the full potential of qubits. Quantum computers could also one              

day integrate multiple datasets for analysis. Both of these features, in addition to more complex               

data processing features beyond the scope of this report, will allow for a transformation of AI’s                

overall data processing capabilities. 

Because AI either affects or is a component of numerous types of technology, quantum               

computing’s effect on AI will have widespread ramifications as well. Already, there are several              

distinct AI projects that are expected to see development due to quantum computing. One              

example is voice assistance, which is predicted to become more accurate and handle a greater               

amount of data. Fraud detection and financial decision-making are also expected to become more              

effective. Although quantum computing may not become a large part of the AI industry for quite                

some time, experts are wasting no time in looking into how exactly it can be used. Quantum                 
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models aimed at providing customers with tailored products and services, especially in banking,             

have already been proposed. 

 

Industry Impact in Cryptography 
Modern Cryptography   

In the age of the internet, encryption is used to protect individuals’ and organizations’ private                

and valuable information. Essentially everything sent over the internet, from social media posts             

to valuable bank information is encrypted to protect one’s data. Encryption takes the message’s              

information and scrambles it into what appears to be gibberish. This encrypted message, called              

ciphertext, can only be reverted to the original, or decrypted, by using the encryption key.               

Modern systems use a series of complex algorithms as their keys. This makes cracking the code                

extremely difficult without very powerful computers. Encryptions can be separated into two            

classifications: symmetric or asymmetric.  

 

Asymmetric Encryption 

Asymmetric Encryption, also    

known as public-key encryption,    

uses two mathematically linked keys     

As shown by Figure 4.1.1, one key       

encrypts the data and another key      

decrypts it. Oftentimes, the encryption key      

is shared publicly to all users while the private key or decrypting key is available only to the                  

individual or organization collecting the information. This kind of encryption is used primarily             

for sharing symmetric encryption keys and digital authentication.  

 

Symmetric Encryption  

Symmetry encryption uses a single      

key to encrypt and decrypt data as       

seen in Figure 4.1.2. This form of       
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encryption is much faster and more widely used. Though faster and more efficient, a key               

obstacle of this kind of encryption is the exchanging of the private key. Usually, this exchange                

requires some form of asymmetric encryption.  

 

Quantum Computers’ Threat 

Quantum computer’s greatest strength becomes a cybersecurity threat. The simplest way to             

find a hidden key or passcode is trying every possibility until one matches the encrypted data.                

This is called a brute force attack. The emergence of quantum computers poses an issue for                

cryptography due to their sheer power and speed, affecting symmetric and asymmetric            

algorithms in different ways. Because symmetric algorithms lack a public key, their vulnerability             

to quantum computers is limited. While a hacker may be able to use stronger computers to work                 

faster, extending keys exponentially increases the process's length. By extending key lengths,            

data can be protected from advanced quantum computers. Quantum computers pose a much             

bigger threat to asymmetric encryption. First of all, this kind of encryption tends to rely on the                 

fact that modern computers struggle to factor large prime numbers, a field in which quantum               

computers excel. Along with that, the two keys are mathematically linked, so it is possible to                

find the secret decrypting key without having to try every possible combination if you have               

access to the public encrypting key. Because of these two things, some experts theorize that               

future quantum computers could break previously safe asymmetric cyphers in just a few hours.              

This poses a threat to all encryption because asymmetric encryption is used to send keys for                

symmetric encryption.  

 

Post Quantum Cryptography  

Thankfully, current day quantum computers have fairly limited powers. The strongest            

quantum computers have up to 2000 qubits, and to be able to reliably break average cyphers,                

future computers would need an estimated 20 million qubits and the margin of error would have                

to be significantly decreased. Along with that, it would take even more time for hackers and                

malicious organizations to gain access to this expensive and advanced machinery. Experts            

estimate that quantum computing will not become a threat to cybersecurity for five to fifteen               
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years. This time frame has given organizations and governments time to prepare and establish a               

more secure norm, known as post quantum cryptography. Post quantum cryptography focuses on             

creating new cryptographic methods that can be used by regular computers but cannot be              

breached by future quantum computers. In some cases, this can be relatively simple. For              

symmetric keys, post quantum computing simply means extending the length of keys as             

computers get more powerful. Asymmetric encryption is a more complex issue. The US National              

Institute of Standards and Technology has been working since 2016 to develop a new standard               

(Appendix 4.3.1). A new cryptographic standard is expected to be ready for implementation             

around 2022. That being said, the most difficult part of the issue would be implementation.               

Implementing a backwards compatible shift of this scale requires massive amounts of time and              

effort. Even then, it is easy for older systems of smaller organizations or individuals to fall                

through the cracks and miss the update, making their information vulnerable to attacks. In the               

past, antiquated cryptographic approaches took up to ten years to phase out, and standard setting               

organizations are doing their best to provide new standards early enough to give current              

technology companies ample time to adapt and prepare for a quantum computer driven future              

that may be closer than we think.  

 

Industry Impact in Modeling  
Advantage over Modern Supercomputers 

Future quantum computers are expected to be far superior to modern supercomputers for a               

couple reasons. First of all, these computers are simply going to be stronger. This means that this                 

technology will be able to perform calculations current computers cannot do in order to build               

more accurate models. This kind of technology would be especially helpful when there are huge               

amounts of data to process. Their second advantage would be that by their very nature, quantum                

computers have a degree of randomness which oftentimes reflects real world scenarios. This             

would be useful in generating a distribution of outcomes with a massive amount of random test                

cases.  
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Key Fields  

Financial Markets  

Financial markets, by their very nature, have both a high degree of randomness and large                

amounts of data. The combination of these two things makes quantum computing a perfect fit for                

this sector. Most banks use the Monte Carlo        

method to determine prices of assets. This       

method views all choices as forks in a road,         

giving the probability of going in each       

direction at each fork. In order to find the         

distribution of outcomes, this simulation is run       

millions of times. Figure 5.2.1is an example of        

a Monte Carlo model; each line is a possible         

outcome. The distribution average is the      

model’s best guess for the true price of the         

asset. Quantum computers, having a built-in      

randomness and incredible strength, would be better at        

building and running these models, helping companies create better portfolios, find arbitrage            

opportunities, and estimate investment return. Many large financial services providers like           

JPMorgan Chase and Citigroup have already begun pairing up with companies developing            

quantum computers, and early tests have shown to be very promising. 

 

Weather Predictions  

While weather forecasting may not seem vital for the average person, trillions of dollars of                

the US economy depend on weather. Being able to accurately predict weather can help farmers               

time harvests, fishermen target the correct areas, and planes take off on time. Along with that,                

better predictive software can give more warning time for natural disasters and decrease food              

insecurity by anticipating droughts. Research on weather patterns has created powerful           

algorithms that are proven to be better than current systems, but meteorologists lack the              

technology to run them in a useful time frame. Advanced quantum computers would be more               
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able to process information and recognize patterns faster than current computers, who struggle             

with the huge amounts of available data. (Appendix 5.2.2). 

 

Chemistry  

Quantum computing would also improve chemists’ ability to model and perfect chemical             

reactions. Digital computers can only analyze relatively simple reactions; however, because           

chemical reactions are quantum in nature, quantum computers would be more able to deal with               

entanglement and superposition in reactions. Being able to test chemicals more efficiently could             

help scientists develop more life saving drugs, create more efficient energy sources, or increase              

the strength of building materials. Scientists at Google are already applying modern quantum             

computers to such projects, showing promising results. 

 

Final Thoughts 
As we look forward, it is important to note that - at least in the near future - quantum                    

computers will not fully replace classical computers. Instead, they will serve as special purpose              

devices that interact with classical computers to solve problems beyond the capabilities of             

classical computing. With early-stage quantum computers already accessible on the Cloud, this            

reality is closer than initially anticipated. 

Although it will be some time before we see quantum computing fully take hold, we can be                  

sure that as it develops, it will have significant implications throughout the technology industry.              

Google, IBM, and Microsoft have already developed incipient quantum computers and created            

opportunities for businesses to understand how they can adopt this technology in the future.  

In the AI industry, quantum computing will allow for advancements and efficiencies that have              

previously been unfeasible. In the field of cryptography, quantum computing will force us to              

innovate new ways of encrypting our data to preserve our security. Modeling will become more               

versatile and accurate, with key implications in financial markets, weather prediction, and            

chemistry. As its development continues and accessibility increases, quantum computing can be            

expected to transform the technology industry in the next several decades. 
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Figure 1.1. Moore’s Law is Becoming Increasingly Invalid  

 

Figure 1.2.1. Superposition  

 
Figure 1.2.2. Entanglement  
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Figure 2.1. Google’s Quantum Computer (Sycamore) 

 

Figure 3.1. The State of Artificial Intelligence in 2020 
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Figure 3.2. SWOT Analysis of Quantum Computing in Artificial Intelligence 

 

Figure 3.2.3.1. Carbon Footprint Benchmarks 

 

Figure 3.2.3.1 Estimated Costs of Training an AI Model 
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Figure 4.1.1. Asymmetric Key Encryption 

 

Figure 4.1.2 Symmetric Key Encryption 

Appendix 4.3.1: Cryptography  

In order to create Post Quantum Algorithms, the National Institute of Standards and             

Technology created a public contest for mathematicians, computer programmers, or other           

interested parties. The NIST opened up submissions to the public in April 2016 then spent one                

year collecting different possible algorithms from contestants. Of the 69 submissions, all but 26              

have been eliminated based on a variety of factors focusing on security.  

All 26 remaining algorithms are being evaluated in a second round where real world              

application is paramount. This real world trial is key for testing usability across multiple              

platforms and machines. “We want to look at how these algorithms work not only in big                

computers and smartphones, but also in devices that have limited processor power,” said Dustin              

Moody, a NIST Mathmetitican. “Smart cards, tiny devices for use in the Internet of Things, and                

individual microchips all need protection too.” This balance of security and usability across             

many different platforms of varying strengths has been the most difficult part of deciding upon a                

new internet-wide standard.  

The NIST predicts that they will be able to narrow the list down to a handful of viable                  

methods within a year or eighteen months then plans to develop multiple viable standards before               
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choosing one. This process would give the NIST a backup option in case a future program was                 

able to crack the frontrunner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2.1. Monte Carlo Model 

Appendix 4.2.2: Weather Models 

Currently, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration uses programs that process           

thousands of data points from satellites, weather balloons, and grounded weather stations. These             

complex models are run on supercomputers at several locations across the United States. Due to               

the size of the United States and the variety of weather, computers struggle to keep up with the                  

huge amount of data. Typically, the best programs are only able to do enough calculations to                

accurately predict weather around 15 hours ahead of time. Some newly developed programs are              

able to extend this window to 48 hours with modern supercomputers; however, the NOAA lacks               

the resources to run these programs on a large scale. Advanced quantum computers would be               

able to run significantly more calculations than current technology, helping run huge numbers of              

calculations and draw accurate pictures of the weather even beyond the current 48 hour window.               

These programs would be more accurate at predicting both regular patterns and natural disasters              

like hurricanes.  

Along with that, quantum computers would be able to develop more accurate climate             

models, long term and broader versions of weekly or monthly weather reports. Climate models              

predict average weather patterns for specific areas in a multi-year period, in the future and the                

past. With our current models, scientists have been able to study human impact on our planet and                 

decide on the most efficient areas to invest for agricultural facilities. Experts claim that more               

advanced models may help us fight global warming and reduce crop loss that leads to food                

insecurity.   
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